Even those who don't enjoy flying quads can enjoy the camaraderie among these competitors. Watch now to learn what happens when AMA staff members Dillon, Matt, and Kyle go head-to-head to see who can build the best racing quadcopter on a $250 budget!

Technical

The Basics of Glow Engines

If you've been flying electric-powered airplanes, taking a new step into RC airplanes with engines bolted into their noses is an exciting proposition. Read more to learn about glow engines!

For members

Club Holds RC Camp

When Rend Lake RC Club's president brought up the idea of an RC camp, the club began researching the topic to find some available resources. Read more to learn what resources are available with your AMA membership!

How-to

Removing Covering From Wood-Constructed Models

Sooner or later, your aircraft will need a repair, and that repair will probably involve stripping off some covering. Read more to learn how to properly remove the covering—including the little pieces that stick with a vengeance!

Product review

Model Aero Spirit Seaplane

This model is constructed of foam and carbon fiber with plywood strategically added, and it is equally at home on land or water, indoors or out. This seaplane looks great and performs even better!